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Abstract Context: Generation of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) from Business
Process Model Notation (BPMN) models is a step manually performed by an ana-
lyst in any information system development. By analyzing twelve BPMN projects
and comparing them with their associated GUIs, a set of rules for mapping BPMN
models expressed in terms of BPMN patterns to GUIs has been identified. Objective:
This paper provides three main contributions: an empirical validation of these map-
ping rules; a classification of their alternatives to identify which ones support usabil-
ity; and the validation of this classification. Method: We conducted an experiment to
study whether 43 participants apply the same rules as previously identified with re-
sponse variables as: correctness of the rules, their completeness, perceived usefulness
and intention to use. To select the mapping rules alternatives that effectively impact
usability, we classified them according to empirically validated usability guidelines
found in the literature. We also validated them with participants and response vari-
ables as: correctness of the guidelines, their perceived usefulness and intention to use.
Results: Correctness of the mapping rules was assessed positively (74%), as well as
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their completeness (76%), perceived usefulness (95%) and intention to use (68%).
Correctness of the usability recommendations for using these mapping rules was also
assesses positively (57%), as well as their perceived usefulness (86%) and intention
to use (72%). Conclusion: This paper provides analysts with effective and efficient
guidance on how to apply them consistently and to feed a software for semi-automatic
transformation of BPMN models into their corresponding GUIs.

Keywords BPMN patterns · Business Process Model and Notation · Experimental
study · Graphical User Interfaces ·Mapping rules · Usability Engineering

1 Introduction

Business Process Model Notation (BPMN) provides businesses with the capability
of understanding their internal business procedures in a graphical notation and gives
to organizations the ability to communicate these procedures in a standard [42]. This
model is widely used to elicit requirements in large systems with many processes. Ex-
amples of the wide use of BPMN models are: the definition of a BPMN-based frame-
work that supports concepts of security requirements [49]; definition of mapping
users/organizations requirements with BPMN model [17]; generation of a BPMN
model from textual requirements [38]; definition of a mapping of corporate commu-
nications based on BPMN models [47], and other works for eliciting requirements of
complex systems as [13,8,29,36]. There are other models to elicit requirements such
as UML Activity Diagrams, UML Use Case Diagrams or workflows, among others.
This paper focuses on BPMN since we target to deal with large and complex systems,
and according to the BPMN definition, this models is the most suitable for that goal.
The conceptual primitives brought by BPMN models are: event, gateway, lane, flow
and tasks [42]. Two types of tasks are mainly used [40]: user task, carried out by a
person or user with the help of a system and service task, carried out by a system
without human intervention, for example web services or an automated application.

Currently, Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) are generated from Business Process
Model Notation (BPMN) models manually. The analyst applies mapping rules from
model to GUI subjectively in the information systems development. Consequently,
the quality of the resulting GUIs entirely depends on the analyst’s experience who
is responsible for maintaining usability, consistency across models, etc. Moreover, a
BPMN model expresses by definition some dynamic aspects of processes, thus con-
taining little or no information for ensuring this mapping and leaving the analyst with
little or no guidance on how to ensure this mapping. Other stakeholders are also con-
cerned as analysts who built the BPMN models are not necessarily the same people
as designers who design the corresponding GUI or developers who program them.
To bridge the gap between the expressiveness of BPMN models and their mapping
to GUIs, this paper suggests a set of rules for mapping BPMN models, together with
pointers to a UML Class Diagram, to GUIs of an information system supporting the
associated processes.

Fortunately, several BPMN modelers, such as Bizagi [3], AuraPortal [37], Boni-
taSoft [4], e-Citiz [55] and WebRatio [1], offer some facility to (semi-)automatically
generate GUIs from the designed BPMN models. But the transformation logic they
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rely on is not explicitly represented anywhere nor empirically validated, thus leav-
ing the end user with some uncertainty about their resulting quality. Also there is
an Architecture of Integrated Information System (ARIS) [2] which allows mappings
from BPMN to Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [25]. In addition, these
BPMN modelers require additional models and/or model fragments to compensate
the lack of expressiveness of the initial BPMN models towards their GUIs, thus re-
quiring an additional modelling effort and diving into the risk of model proliferation.
The level of details is largely varying from one modeler to another: only a few fea-
tures in WebRatio until the full specifications of a UML Activity Diagram associated
to each BPMN model in e-Citiz. This modeler even enables the designer to select
widgets for each data attribute involved in the Activity Diagram.

In this work, we focus on defining mapping rules to generate GUIs from BPMN
models extended through stereotypes, that enhance the models with enough expres-
siveness to create the GUIs automatically. This contribution is different from the other
approaches that propose GUIs mapping from BPMN models (as WebRatio or e-Citiz
among the others previously mentioned), which are based on complementing BPMN
models with other abstract models. Note that our approach focuses on GUIs gener-
ation, how to map the behavior expressed in BPMN models is out of topic. There
are many previous works that have tackled how to generate code expressing the be-
haviour of BPMN models, such as [20], but a few that deal with the GUI generation.
So this paper is a step forward to cover the gap of existing works that deal with the
GUI generation.

We opted for extending BPMN models through stereotypes instead of comple-
menting BPMN with other models such as WebRatio or ARIS do (among others)
because the idea of our approach is to profit from the effort spent building BPMN
models. Note that BPMN models are usually used to elicit requirements of large
systems, where there are many primitives to represent in the BPMN model. With our
approach, all the effort spent drawing BPMN models involves the generation of GUIs
with no effort if we automate the mapping rules.

In our approach, in order to identify the set of mapping rules from BPMN pat-
terns, we analyzed twelve real-world Bizagi BPMN projects belonging to various
domains of human activity such as administration, educational software, manage-
ment, and sales [16]. The most widely and frequently used BPMN patterns identified
were: sequence, exclusive decision, synchronization, and implicit decision. For each
such BPMN pattern, we defined a set of rules for establishing the mapping BPMN-
GUIs with specific indications for deciding which alternative is decided for selecting
widgets of the GUIs. When many alternatives are offered for a mapping rule, the
concerned BPMN primitives are extended with stereotypes specifying which map-
ping alternative is decided. The first contribution brought by this paper concerns the
empirical validation of the mapping rules resulting from this identification [16]. We
conducted an experiment with 43 participants to assess the correctness [23] of the
mapping rules, their completeness [35,65], their perceived usefulness [15] and inten-
tion to use [15]. The experiment was conducted through two experimental problems.
By starting from a BPMN model along with its textual description and link to its
Class diagram, participants had to design GUIs corresponding to this model without
knowing our mapping rules. Through correctness and completeness, the validity of
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our mapping rules is assessed. Through perceived usefulness and intention to use, we
analyze the general concept of a mapping rule, since participants were not aware of
our mapping rules.

The second contribution concerns the definition of usability recommendations for
choosing the best alternative for mapping rules with more than one alternative. Only
such rules require stereotypes. Relying on these recommendations provide analysts
with guidance on how to apply mapping rules to ensure usability of the resulting
GUIs without any prior experience or knowledge in usability engineering. These rec-
ommendations have been extracted from previous works in usability engineering,
such as [59,21,39,44,62].

The third contribution consists in the validation of these usability recommenda-
tions in terms of correctness of the usability recommendations, perceived usefulness
and intention to use of the usability recommendations. The results of the experiment
suggest that:

1. Regarding the measures of correctness and completeness, the mapping rules used
by most participants remain the same as our proposed rules.

2. Regarding their perceived usefulness and intention to use, a high acceptance rate
is obtained for using these rules to automatically generate GUIs from BPMN
models and for the usability recommendations.

3. Regarding correctness of the usability recommendations, they agree with partici-
pants’ preferences to support usability.

4. The existence and the validation of these mapping rules are considered as a pos-
itive and valuable contribution to provide analysts and other stakeholders with
guidance on how to (semi-)automatically generate GUIs from BPMN models.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analyzes the design of families of
experiments in the area of interface generation from BPMN models. Section 3 de-
scribes the rules to generate interfaces from BPMN models. Section 4 defines the
design of the experiment. Section 5 shows the statistical results after analyzing the
data extracted from experiment and analyzes the discussion of the results. Section 6
discusses threats to validity as occurred in the experiment conducted in Section 4.
Finally, Section 7 presents some relevant conclusions and future works.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review work related to mapping BPMN models to GUIs by run-
ning a Targeted Literature Review (TLR), a non-systematic, in-depth and informative
literature review aimed at keeping only the significant references maximizing rigor-
ousness while minimizing selection bias. In addition, our goal is not to compare all
work involving some form of mapping or generation of GUI based on BPMN, but in-
stead to identify the most relevant references. For this purpose, the semantic question
of mapping BPMN-GUI is translated into the following syntactical query used as a
search string on Scopus digital library1:

1 See https://www.scopus.com/home.uri

https://www.scopus.com/home.uri
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‘‘graphical user interface’’ AND (‘‘BPMN’’ OR ‘‘model’’ OR ‘‘code’’).

References resulting from this search were classified into three categories, which
are further discussed in the next subsections.

2.1 Graphical User Interface Generation from BPMN models

Since a BPMN model only expresses some dynamic aspects of business processes
and nothing particular about GUIs, it needs to be augmented or complemented with
additional information that is useful to map BPMN to GUIs and that should be found
elsewhere than in BPMN. This information is quite heterogeneous from one source
to another. For example, business processes are described through the BPMN nota-
tion [42] extended with information on task assignment, escalation, policies, activity
semantics and typed data flows [9]. WebRatio BPM [10] provides various features in-
creasing the productivity and the quality of the resulting application: one click gener-
ation of a running prototype of the process from the BPMN model. Instead of adding
features, the BPMN model could be itself extended, such as with a set of control
flow patterns and data flow patterns [22]. These extensions remain outside the world
of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), which is not the case of some other works.
For instance, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) could be exploited for this purpose
by progressively transforming the initial model into a GUI model [57] in four steps
structured according to the Cameleon Reference Framework (CRF) [12]: (1) mod-
elling business process modeling in their organizational context; (2) deriving a task
model from the BPMN model; (3) refining the task model for interaction; and (4)
deriving a GUI user interface model derivation from the task model. Although this
method could be mostly automated, it does not offer a wide range of GUI possibili-
ties: only one GUI is generated for each BPMN. Therefore, rules [56] could be added
based on usability guidelines to expand the range of potential GUIs to be obtained.

Some of these rules are obviously more frequently triggered than others, thus
enabling patterns to merge for transforming fragments of business processes, whose
activities are performed by the same user, to GUIs of the process-aware information
systems [27]. GUI logic, which includes local interaction and navigation and domain
rules can be expressed using the same notation as for process modeling [28]. This
approach applies these patterns automatically to derive user interfaces by establish-
ing a bidirectional mapping between process model and their GUIs, which are pre-
defined. Similarly to [57], a task model expressed in CTT can be directly associated
to a BPMN [46], which is then used to produce GUIs based on web services. On the
contrary, BPMN++ [61] argues that no task model is required, but that BPMN could
simply enhanced with more expressiveness captured in a dialog model specified in
Diamodl to make the correspondence with the BPEL part.

Instead of willing to progressively enhance BPMN and/or transform it, Usi4Biz
[58] aligns business process in BPMN to GUIs expressed in UsiXML [34] in two
steps: (1) defining association of business process with GUI model, and (2) present-
ing a tool for model transformation that addresses traceability. The transformation
process that is typically found in MDE could also be released, e.g., by relying only
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on a model-based approach for generating web GUIs based on Artifact-Centric Pro-
cess (ACP) modeling approach [68]. In this framework, the artifact centric business
process model and the User Interface Flow Model (UIF) are defined with a mech-
anism to derive the UIF model from the ACP model. The UIF model reflects the
logic of business processes and intuitively represents what information is required
during the process. Based on this process, a framework [69] is developed for deriv-
ing user interface flow models to help visualize artifact centric processes and sup-
port semi-automatic creation of GUIs. The GUI model is created by taking into ac-
count the relations among business process, GUIs and user roles in an artifact centric
process model. Algorithms derive user interface flow model from an artifact cen-
tric process model. A process design methodology [10] supported by a tool suite
address the extension of business process with social features, the social process
design exploits an extension of BPMN for capturing social requirements, a gallery
of social BPMN design patterns that represent reusable solutions to recurrent pro-
cess socialization requirements, and a Model-to-Model (M2M) and Model-to-Code
(M2C) transformation technology that automatically produces a process enactment
web. Business processes could be also captured in a business requirements model [72]
from which task models are directly derived instead of added. By combining them,
GUIs are generated using two other intermediate models for dialog and presentation.
The M2M transformations are inspired by user interface design principles and task
patterns, which reinforce GUI consistency across applications and transition guid-
ance. There is a model-driven approach [14] to support the construction of a use case
model, an integrated domain model, and a user interface model, from a set of BPMN
models, comprising all existing information in those models. In [51], a conceptual
mapping of supported concepts is presented and technically implemented using a
Question/View/Transformation (QVT-O) [43], which uses an operational approach
to demonstrate an automated mapping between BPMN and Munster App Modeling
Language (MAML) [50]. Consequently, it is possible to simplify the automatic gen-
eration of mobile apps by reusing processes specified in BPMN. In [70], a modeling
approach is introduced to represent Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) processes
through BPMN concepts. The approach consists of a set of transformation rules that
generate functional executable Java web services with Services Oriented Architecture
Modeling Language (SoaML).

All the above works follow a forward engineering approach. In contrast, the area
of electronic commerce was the participant of such a reverse engineering of GUIs
[7] to come up with a first identification of business processes emerging from these
GUIs [71]. In this category, we observe the reliance of many different models, such
as UML Activity Diagram [55], a data or a domain model [10,14,51,68], a task
model [57,46,72] or no task model at all [61], a presentation model [72,70], a dialog
model [61,72], a data flow diagram [69], some patterns, web-services [70], etc. The
heterogeneity of the models involved in these approaches suggest that no consensus
can be established on an effective and efficient way to map GUIs from the initial
BPMN models. Some approaches even fall in the trap of model proliferation. All of
them require the analyst, the designer, the developer to spend more resources and
effort in drawing these additional models which are not directly related to business
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processes. On the contrary, our method prefers extending the BPMN model through
stereotypes to produce GUIs without the need of learning other models.

2.2 Transformation of BPMN Models to WS-BPEL Code

As opposed to the previous category, this one does not rely on any extraneous model
to gain more expressiveness for mapping GUIs, but exploit the dynamic aspects
throughout BPEL and its BPEL engine. For example, the Business Process Diagram
(BPD) [45] generates a BPEL block structure by applying three mappings: a well-
structured component onto BPEL straightforwardly (a component is a subset of the
BPD that has one entry point and one exit point); an unstructured, but acyclic, com-
ponent is mapped onto a component control link-based BPEL code; an unstructured
component which cannot be translated using control links is mapped to a special sec-
tion. Similarly, a BPMN model can be turned into a specific language such as WS-
BPEL, expressed at the Platform Specific Model (PSM) (is a model of a software or
business system that is linked to a specific technological platform) level of MDE [19].
The Object Oriented Web Solutions (OOWS) (extension of an object-oriented soft-
ware production method) conceptual model [60] adds expressiveness capturing the
navigation and presentation requirements of web applications. From a BPMN model,
the navigation across web pages and the WS-BPEL executable description that im-
plements the entire process are derived. UniFlexView [67] is a unified framework that
consists of a business process model, a process view model, and a comprehensive set
of rules that can be used to guarantee the consistency between a derived process view
and its original process model defined by WS-BPEL and BPMN.

In this category, we mainly observe techniques typically used for translating
graphical, potentially unstructured or informal, contents to textual, more structured
and formal languages so as to implement them straightforwardly. Transformations
from BPMN to code WS-BPEL through components are emphasized [19,60], con-
vert graphical/unstructured to textual/structured contents [45] and an unified frame-
work [67]. On the contrary, our proposal does not perform component transforma-
tions since mapping rules produce code from stereotyped BPMN models.

2.3 Graphical User Interface Generation from other Models than BPMN

Model-based design of user interfaces (MB-UID) is distinguished from Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) of GUIs in that the former exploits one or many models to pro-
duce GUIs, but not necessarily based on explicit transformations governed by a meta-
model among meta-models corresponding to input and output model in the latter.
Both sub-categories adhere to the Cameleon Reference Framework (CRF) [12] that
structures the GUI development life cycle into four steps similar to MDE: task and
domain modelling, abstract user interface modelling, concrete interface modelling,
and final user interface production.

For example, the UsiPXML (User interface pattern Extensible Markup Language)
[48] framework extends UsiXML [34] with GUI patterns useful from designing the
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concrete user interface and generate the corresponding final GUI. As in the first cat-
egory, a task model, together with other models, can be created within the context of
already existing workflow models and linked with them [30]. Again based on MDE
and CRF, a workflow can be mapped to supporting GUIs as follows [6]: a first trans-
formation derives a plastic GUI from a workflow, a second transformation relies on
BPMN for interaction modeling, and finally task model, abstract and concrete GUIs
are obtained. This process can be made even wider and more in-depth based on GUI
workflow patterns in FlowiXML (to represent the workflow) [?]: a workflow model
defines what processes and tasks need to fulfill and their possible ordering, the pro-
cesses are implemented through workflows, which in turn are decomposed into tasks.
For each task, workflow GUI patterns are applied which give rise to final GUIs. Al-
though this process is made systematic, there is only one possible GUI for each pat-
tern, thus limiting the range of alternative GUIs for the same pattern. No choice is
allowed to the designer. The UML Activity Diagram and OCL constraints (UML
AD/OCL) are exploited in a method for modeling business processes [66]. AutoPa
[32] similarly generates automatically an executable prototype with GUIs running in
Java.

In this category, we observe that an extensive effort in research and development
has been produced so that summarizing these approaches is beyond the scope of this
paper. A recent comparison can be found in [52]. We again observe another hetero-
geneity of models, all different from BPMN, sometimes so far away that the concepts
manipulated by these models could become even farther, if not stranger, to the ana-
lyst: patterns [?,48], workflows [6,?,30], task model [?,48], UML Activity Diagram
[32,66]. Consequently, the analyst must learn the particularities of these extraneous
models to generate GUIs. On the contrary, our proposal is aimed at producing GUIs
only with BPMN and its related Class Diagram, more models to represent interaction
characteristics are not required.

3 Method Used for Identifying Mapping Rules

3.1 BPMN Patterns as Input

BPMN is a language where patterns represent frequently used situations that com-
monly happen in any business process model [42]. These patterns help reusing solu-
tions to face problems suffered in any business process. For this reason, we identify
transformation rules from four such patterns and not for individual cases: sequence,
exclusive decision, synchronization, and implicit decision. The following subsections
detail them for a single user. Hence, the BPMN will hold in one swimlane. For a
BPMN involving many users, the corresponding GUIs will be distributed as a suite
of individual GUIs produced in the same way. The four patterns considered are:

– Sequence Pattern: occurs when completing a task A enables continuing with the
next task B sequentially (see Fig. 1 for an example).
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Fig. 1 Sequence pattern.

– Exclusive decision pattern: occurs when a single path must be chosen among
several ones available depending on a decision or process data. The gateway is
depicted by a rhombus (see Fig. 2 where, after the gateway, Task B, C or D can
be chosen to continue with the process).
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Fig. 2 Exclusive decision pattern.

– Synchronization pattern: occurs when two or more branches of the process are
merged into one. All incoming branches are completed before continuing the next
task. The gateway is depicted by a rhombus with a cross (see Fig. 3 where Tasks
B, C and D must be completed after the gateway to continue with the process).
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Fig. 3 Synchronization pattern.

– Implicit Decision Pattern: occurs when a branch must be selected from a set of
several ones depending on the data of the process. When a branch is chosen, the
other ones must be disabled. This gateway is depicted by rhombus with circles
inside with two events (see Event 1 (timer type) and Event 2 (simple

type) in Fig. 4, where the upper branch continues Event 1 with Task B, and in
the lower part, the gate continues Event 2 which then continues Task C.
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Fig. 4 Implicit decision pattern.

The BPMN model contains information about the system behavior but still lacks
important information for the GUI mapping: the data, which are found in the UML
Class Diagram. Thus, information about the GUI navigation and its behavior can be
extracted from the BPMN model, while the information required in GUI is extracted
from the Class Diagram. We argue that the UML Class Diagram has today become the
most frequently used model for representing data through classes, their attributes and
methods, and the relationships between these classes. Since 2000, the class diagram
is the most favoured conceptual model by designers [11]. In an analysis of 121 open
UML projects, all of them (100%) use class diagrams and half of them use cases
(47%) [31]. One third of these projects only used one model (34%), 17% used two
models, and 22% used three models.

3.2 Mapping Rules Definition

This section defines a set of nine rules for mapping the aforementioned BPMN pat-
terns and models onto their corresponding GUIs with alternatives when any, i.e.,
R0-R6 [3] and R7-R8 [16], which are defined as follows:

– R0. Generic rule for any pattern. Each attribute extracted from the class diagram
related to the BPMN model is mapped onto a widget depending on its data type:
(1) a text box, for any string; (2) a list box or a combo box for any enumeration
with simple choice, (3) a radio button or a check box for any Boolean. When a
class A is related to a class B, its B objects are incorporated with three alternatives:
(4) a combo box, (5) a data table, or (6) a list box.

– R1. Generic rule for any pattern. Any user task is mapped onto a form contain-
ing widgets corresponding to extracted attributes. The name of the user task is
mapped onto the label of a push button included in the form.

– R2. Sequence pattern. User tasks with a dependency among them in the same
swimlane are mapped onto a GUI providing the end user with some guidance to
carry out these tasks, with three alternatives (Fig. 5): (1) a wizard, when the nav-
igation throughout the different forms corresponding to each user task is ordered
in a sequence with the possibility to go forward and backward; (2) a tabbed dialog
box where each tab contains the form corresponding to each user task, when there
is no particular order between them; (3) a group box, when a limited number of
user tasks can be grouped in the same form.
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Wizard

Task A Task B Task A Task B Task A Task B

Tabbed dialog box Group box

A
A

A
A A

A

A A

Task B

A A

Task A x Task B x

Button

x

Task A Task B

x
Task A

Fig. 5 The three alternatives of R2.

– R3. Sequence pattern. A user task A having a dependency with a service or
automatic task B is mapped onto a form, while B is mapped onto two alternatives
(Fig. 6): (1) a report, when information should be presented in a way that is ready
to be visualized or printed depending on the task goal, (2) a data grid, when
information should be presented according to its data structure.

Report

Task A Task B Task A Task B

Data grid

Task B

Execute web service or

task automatic

Execute web service or

task automatic

Report Task B Task B Task B

Fig. 6 The two alternatives of R3.

– R4. Exclusive decision pattern. The text in the exclusive decision gateway is
mapped onto a label phrased as a question to initiate an end user’s decision. This
rule has no alternatives.

– R5. Exclusive decision pattern. The text in the connection objects of the exclu-
sive decision gateway is mapped onto two alternatives (Fig. 7a): (1) a radio but-
ton, when each alternative of the gateway represents an option, (2) a push button,
when each alternative of the gateway represents an action.
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Radio button
Yes

Question?

No

Push Button
Yes No

Yes

No

Question?

Yes

No

Hyperlink
Simple event

Simple event

Menu bar

Simple event

Simple event

Timer

Timer event

Message box

Timer event

Timer event

x

Fig. 7 The two alternatives of R5 (a), R7 (b), and R8 (c).

– R6. Synchronization pattern. User tasks with a dependency among them af-
ter the synchronization gateway in the same swimlane are mapped onto a GUI
providing the end user with some guidance to carry out these tasks, with three
alternatives similar to R2: (1) a wizard, (2) a tabbed dialog box, (3) a group box.

– R7. Implicit Decision Pattern. A simple type event continuing after an event
based gateway is mapped onto two alternatives (Fig. 7b): (1) a hyperlink with
the name of the event, navigating to a form, (2) a menu bar with the name of the
event, navigating to a form. A target form is created with the attributes associated
with the event according to R1.

– R8. Timer. A timer type event using a time variable continuing after a gateway
is mapped onto two alternatives (Fig. 7c): (1) a timer generating a programmed
action after a time interval, (2) a message box showing a notice information.

3.3 Usability Recommendations

Mapping rules defined in Section 3.2 offer multiple alternatives, from which the an-
alyst or the designer is free to decide. This decision is specified as a stereotype in
the BPMN model [16]. Note that the definition of these stereotypes can be seen in
the previous publication ([16]) and is out of scope of the current work. In order to
provide some guidance to choose the best option, the various alternatives are classi-
fied and sorted according to usability guidelines from usability engineering: Galitz’s
usability guidelines [18], Johnson’s GUI Bloopers [24], Microsoft MSDN [39], SAP
Fiori [59], U.S. Web Design [44], Google Material Design [21] and van Welie [62].
Table 1 shows the alternatives for each rule and the circumstances under which each
alternative is recommended to support the usability of the resulting GUI. We name
them usability recommendations, since they are defined in terms of elements of the
BPMN models and class diagrams. Usability recommendation related to R0 is related
to the attributes of the class diagram, while the recommendations of the remaining
rules are related to BPMN models.
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Table 1 Usability recommendations.

Rule Alternatives Usability recommendations

R0, R1 Text box The attribute can be a string or a short number in a single line [59].
The attribute can be a password, URL, phone number or email address
[59].
The attribute can be any value that the system cannot reasonably predict,
such as a user’s response to a warning. There is a huge variability in
users responses [44].

Combo box The attribute can be a long list of elements (minimum 13, maximum
200 entries) [59].
The values in the list of options are secondary information and do not
need to be displayed immediately [59].

List box The attribute can take values of one or more options [39].
A list large enough to show three to eight items when opened [39].
To choice one or several options from a list [39].

Check box The attribute can take values of a group or a list of options that can be
selected independently of each other [59].
The attributes can take values of a list of options displayed immediately
without user interaction (also in read only cases) [59].

Radio button The attribute can take one value of a set of mutually exclusive options
[44].
User needs to quickly choose among at least two clearly different op-
tions [59].

R2, R6 Wizard The user needs a sequential navigation assistant [39].
Each task has more than eight attributes of the class diagram [62].
There are three or more steps with dependency in the BPMN model
[62].

Tabbed dialog box The user must show the information on pages classified separately [21].
Group box The user needs to group widgets within a form [39].

The task has less than eight attributes of the class diagram [39].
R3 Report The task shows information ready for printing [18].

Data grid The user needs to display data with multiple properties in rows and
columns [18]. An advantage of the data grid is that users can sort and
filter the data [24]

R7 Hyperlink The user needs a navigation between interfaces or another event [44].
R8 Timer The user needs an event that requires a chronometer [39].

Message box The user needs to be interrupted during the execution of an action [59].
The system needs to display error messages, warning messages, success
messages, confirmation messages or information messages [59].
The user needs to take a decision [59].

4 Experiment

This section describes the experiment conducted to empirically validate the set of
rules for mapping BPMN models to GUIs and the usability recommendations for-
mulated for their alternatives introduced in Section 3. This section is structured as
follows: first, the research questions are defined along with their hypotheses; then,
the experimental design is detailed; finally, results are reported and discussed.
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4.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses

Let us define our reference set as the set of the nine mapping rules R0 to R8 along
with their usability recommendations. To investigate the empirical validation of this
reference set, there is a need to check whether it maps the BPMN models onto the
same GUIs as developers would obtain without knowing our reference set. More-
over, we need to assess whether our rules and usability recommendations could reach
a consensus with rules used by participants. Thus, the experiment is conducted both
from a research perspective interested in identifying a valid set of rules for map-
ping BPMN models onto GUIs and from a practitioners’ perspective interested in
receiving relevant and valid information for designing GUIs corresponding to their
business processes without requiring any prior experience in usability engineering.
The following research questions are formulated:

– RQ1: What is the correctness of the mapping rules regarding how the partici-
pants design GUIs for the same BPMN models without the reference set? The
correctness is defined as the degree to which a system or component is free from
faults in its specification, design, and implementation, according to IEEE [23]. To
address this property, we want to test the hypothesis H1 = Mapping rules used by
participants are similar to rules of the reference set.

– RQ2: What is the completeness of the mapping rules regarding how the partic-
ipants design GUIs for the same BPMN model without the reference set? The
completeness is defined as the degree to which a model specifies all the relevant
statements of a domain [65,35]. To address this property, we want to test the
hypothesis H2 = Mapping rules of the reference set are all used by participants.

– RQ3: What is the perceived usefulness of the rules by the participants for map-
ping BPMN to GUIs? The perceived usefulness is defined as a person’s partic-
ipantive probability that using a particular system would enhance her or his job
performance [15]. To address this property, we want to test the hypothesis H3 =
The use of any rule of the reference set is perceived as useful by the participants.

– RQ4: What is the intention to use the rules by the participants for mapping BPMN
to GUIs? The intention to use is defined as the extent to which a person intends
to use a particular system [15]. To address this property, we want to test the hy-
pothesis H4 = There is intention to use any rule from the reference set by the
participants.

– RQ5: What is the correctness of the usability recommendations regarding par-
ticipants’ preferences? To address this property, we want to test the hypothesis
H5 = The participants preferences for alternatives are the same as the usability
recommendations of the reference set.

– RQ6: What is the perceived usefulness of the usability recommendations by the
participants for deciding among alternatives of the same mapping rule? To ad-
dress this property, we want to test the hypothesis H6 = The use of any usability
recommendation of the reference set is perceived as useful by the participants.

– RQ7: What is the intention to use the usability recommendations by the partic-
ipants? To address this property, we want to test the hypothesis H7 = There is
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intention to use any usability recommendation from the reference set by the par-
ticipants.

4.2 Method

Our study was a within-participants design with seven response variables.

4.2.1 Response Variables and their Qualitative and Quantitative Measures

This experiment uses seven response variables: four variables to assess the validity of
the mapping rules (RQ1-RQ4) and three variables to assess the validity of the usabil-
ity recommendations (RQ5-RQ7). The correctness of the rules (RQ1) is measured as
the percentage of mapping rules that a participant would use from our reference set
without knowing it (Eq. 1). For example, if a participant used the mapping rules R1,
R2, and R3 while our proposal used R2 and R4, the rules correctness for that partici-
pant is: 1/3×100% = 33%. A ratio closer to 100% would mean that the participant
applied almost the same rules as the ones proposed from our reference set.

Rules correctness =
Number of rules used by a participant from the reference set

Overall number of rules used by a participant
×100% (1)

The completeness of the rules (RQ2) is measured as the percentage of all rules
that are used by the participant from the reference set without knowing it (Eq. 2). For
example, if a participant used the rules R1, R2, and R3 while our solution used R2 and
R4, the rules completeness for that participant is: 1/2×100% = 50%. A ratio closer
to 100% would mean that the rules used from our reference set are almost the same
as the ones used by the participant.

Rules completeness =
Number of rules used by a participant from the reference set

Overall number of rules of the reference set
×100% (2)

The perceived usefulness of the rules (RQ3) is measured as the sum of numerical
values assigned to the eight statements of Moody’s framework [41] (based on Lind-
land’s work [35]), a widely used and validated framework. Each statement is cap-
tured by a 5-point Likert scale [33] as follows (see Appendix 1): 1=Totally disagree,
2=Fairly disagree, 3=Neutral, 4=Fairly agree and 5=Totally agree. The result of the
addition is then classified into a rank with five possible options: 1–8=Totally disagree,
9–16=Fairly disagree, 17–24=Neutral, 25–32=Fairly agree, and 33–40=Totally agree.
Since participants were not aware of our reference set, this measure is the perceived
usefulness that a possible existence of these rules will emerge in the participant’s
knowledge. We are not measuring the perceived usefulness of the reference set, but
the perceived usefulness of the general concept of using such mapping rules. For ex-
ample, a participant answering 6 questions with 5=Totally agree and 2 questions with
3=Neutral obtains a total of (6×5)+(2×3) = 36 (Totally agree).

The intention to use of the rules (RQ4) is measured as the sum of numerical values
assigned to the two statements of Moody’s framework [41] to capture intention to use.
Similarly to the perceived usefulness, each statement is captured by a 5-point Likert
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scale [33] as follows (see Appendix 2): 1=Totally disagree, 2=Fairly disagree, 3=Neu-
tral, 4=Fairly agree and 5=Totally agree, but the final rank differs:1–2=Totally dis-
agree, 3–4=Fairly disagree, 5–6=Neutral, 7–8=Fairly agree, and 9–10=Totally agree.
The intention to use measure is generic for any mapping rule, not just for those from
our reference set, since participants were not aware of our rules.

The correctness of the usability recommendations (RQ5) is measured as the per-
centage of the participant’s preferences for alternatives that agree with our usability
recommendations (Eq. 3). For this purpose, a questionnaire of fourteen questions is
created (see Appendix 3), each question deals with one usability recommendation for
one mapping rule at a time. Each question has four possible responses, among which
one and only one matches our usability recommendation. All responses are graphi-
cally depicted as GUI widgets, from which the participant must choose the alternative
that she/he thinks that supports the usability as much as possible. Next, these pref-
erences are compared with our usability recommendations from the reference set. A
ratio closer to 100% would mean that participants’ preferences of rules alternative
are the same as our usability recommendations.

Usability recommendations correctness=
Number of participants who chose our recommendation

Overall number of participants
×100%

(3)

The perceived usefulness of usability recommendations (RQ6) is measured as
the sum of numerical values assigned to the eight statements of Moody’s framework
[41] to capture perceived usefulness (see Appendix 4), similarly to RQ3. Since par-
ticipants were not aware of our usability recommendations, the perceived usefulness
was measured regarding the general idea of using usability recommendations, not
particularly those belonging to our reference set.

The intention to use of the usability recommendations (RQ7) is measured as the
sum of numerical values assigned to the two statements of Moody’s framework [41]
to capture intention to use (see Appendix 5). The measure is the same as computed
in RQ4 for intention to use of the rules. The questionnaire focuses on the intention
to use of any usability recommendation as in RQ6, not just our proposed usability
recommendations.

4.2.2 Stimuli

The experiment was conducted with stimuli as two experimental design problems of
a similar complexity divided into several steps. This division is required to compute
the measures of correctness (RQ1) and completeness (RQ2). These two problems
were selected for the following reasons: no particular BPMN pre-requisites, no se-
mantic knowledge of the domain of discourse, familiarity exposure is comparable,
and no prior knowledge of the design problem. Both experimental problems include
a BPMN model, along with its textual description, and its corresponding UML 2.5
Class Diagram to describe the business processes and the data persistence respec-
tively, thus mitigating the threat of low prior BPMN knowledge. The use of two
problems is due to yield results independently of a specific problem, which mitigates
the generalization threat.
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First Problem: Hiring and Staff Integration. This problem is aimed at design-
ing a GUI for registering new employees in a company. The process starts when (step
1) the human resources verifies if the new employee comes from selection and recruit-
ment, the new employee’s data is not recorded. If the new employee does not come
from selection and recruitment, the personal resources area saves information (step
2) of the new employee in the system with: IdEmployee, First name, Last name,
Phone, Mobile phone, Email, Gender, NIE-International Number, Salary,
Contract starting date, Contract ending date, and Department. Next (step
3), the human resources saves the documents and contract in the system with Family’s
book, DNI, Criminal record, and Curriculum Vitae. Next (step 4), the manager
saves material from the new employee (Work table, Computer, Phone, Mobile
phone, and Identification card), and (step 5), the administrator of Technology
area creates the user and authorizes material for the employee. Fig. 8 reproduces the
BPMN model used for this problem, while Fig. 9 shows the Class Diagram.
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Fig. 8 BPMN model for Problem 1.

Employee

- IdEmployee : int
- First Name : string
- Last Name : string
- Phone : int
- Mobile phone : int
- Email : string
- Gender : int
- NIE-International Number: string
- Salary : float
- Contract starting date : date
- Contract ending date : date

User

- IdUser : int
- User : string
- Password : string
- Email : string
- State : boolean

Permissions

- IdPermission : int
- Permission : string
- Description : string

Material

- IdMaterial : int
- Material : string
- State : boolean
- Description : string
- Quantity : boolean

Document

- IdDocument : int
- Document : string
- Date : date
- Description : string

Document Type

- IdDocument type : int
- Document type : string
- Description : string

Departament

- IdDepartament : int
- Departament : string
- Description : string

1..*

1..*

1..* 1..*

1..*

1..*

0..*

1

1

1

1

1..*

Fig. 9 Class diagram for Problem 1.
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Second Problem: Credit Request. This problem is aimed at designing a GUI for
registering a credit request issued by a customer. The process starts when (step 1) the
manager bank saves a credit request (IdCredit, Credit date, State, Manager
bank, Customer, Disbursement date, Amount, and Credit type). Next (step
2), the manager bank verifies the information of the requested credit. If the result
of verification is a rejection, the process finishes; if the result of the verification is
an approval, two events could happen: (1) (step 3) The manager receives the docu-
mentation, selects the IdCredit from a list and provides the following documents:
Payroll, NIE copy, water or electricity bill and other documents. Next (step 4),
the bank manager analyzes the received documents. If the credit request is approved
(step 5), the manager bank saves the disbursement of the credit; if the credit request
is rejected (step 6), the customer is informed of the credit rejection. (2) (step 7) An
internal timer (not visible) is activated to start the next step in two days. The manager
does a customer follow-up of the presented documents (Step 8). Next (step 9), if the
customer presents documents, she/he goes to the event (1); if the customer does not
present documents, the process finishes. Fig. 10 reproduces the BPMN model used
for this problem, while Fig. 11 shows the Class Diagram.
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Fig. 10 BPMN model for Problem 2.

Manager bank

- IdManager : int
- First Name : string
- Last Name : string
- Sex : int
- NIE: string
- Salary: float
- Telephone : int
- Movil : int
- Email : string

Request credit

- IdCredit : int
- Credit date : date
- State : boolean
- Disbursement date : date
- Amount : float

Type credit

- IdTypecredit : int
- Typecredit : string
- Description : string

Document

- IdDocument : int
- Document : string
- State : int
- Description : string

Customer

- IdCustomer : int
- First Name : string
- Last Name : string
- NIE : string

1..*

1..*

1

1..*

- Tracing : boolean

- Sex : int
- Address : string
- City : string
- Telephone : int
- Movil : int

1..*

1

1

1

Fig. 11 Class diagram for Problem 2.
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4.2.3 Procedure

The procedure for the experiment was structured in one session of two hours:

1. Introduction to BPMN. Before attending to the experiment, participants had
to read a description of all the BPMN primitives as homework. The description
consisted in a document with the basics of BPMN, both syntaxes and semantics.
This document was given to the participants two weeks before the experiment.
One experimenter taught an introduction to BPMN in 15 minutes before starting
the experiment.

2. Filling a training test. After the training and the brief introduction to BPMN by
the experimenter, participants had to pass a test with questions related to BPMN.
The test consisted of 10 questions about BPMN, each question had 4 alternatives
with only one possible correct answer. Each correct answer was computed as
one point, so possible points were between 0 (no correct answers) and 10 (all
answers are correct). We considered that participants that got more than 5 points
were capable of participating in the experiment. In case we had participants with
a score between zero and five, these were removed from the experiment. Table
2 shows the marks of the 43 participants that were evaluated. All participants
passed the test.

Table 2 Results of the entrance test.

Marks Numbers of participants

6 0
7 5
8 4
9 8

10 26

Total 43

3. Filling the demographic questionnaire. Each participant performed the task in
a controlled environment. Prior to the task, each participant was welcomed, had
the process explained to them, signed a consent form, and filled in a questionnaire
to identify their background.

4. Solving the experimental problems. The participants had to solve both experi-
mental problems by designing and drawing GUIs taking as input BPMN models
and UML Class Diagrams. No particular guidance was provided nor any con-
straint was imposed. Participants were instructed to behave naturally and to draw
GUIs as they preferred. The process of drawing interfaces lasted sixty minutes in
total, thirty minutes for each experimental problem.

5. Filling the Post-test questionnaires. After the task was completed, participants
filled in on-line the questionnaire of perceived usefulness of rules and the ques-
tionnaire of intention to use of such rules during ten minutes. Then, participants
filled in on-line successively the questionnaire of correctness of the usability rec-
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ommendations (twenty minutes), the questionnaire of perceived usefulness of us-
ability recommendations and the questionnaire of intention to use (ten minutes).

One experimenter then analyzed the GUIs drawn of both experimental problems to
calculate the correctness and completeness of our proposed rules, the perceived use-
fulness and intention to use of rules, the correctness of usability recommendations,
the perceived usefulness and intention to use them (Subsection 4.2.1).

4.2.4 Participants

Whitefield et al. [63] defined a framework for evaluating user interfaces that is struc-
tured according to two dimensions: user and user interface. Each dimension could
be a real one or a representation of it. Therefore, the end user could be either repre-
sented or real. And so does the user interface. For instance, an analytical user model
could replace real users to simulate their behavior; the final user interface, when it
is not yet existing or running, could be substituted by a prototype or an interactive
mockup. In this way, it is not needed to wait for real users to evaluate a real interface.
The recruitment of non-professional users has been used in other works in the HCI
field, such as [54], which validates visualization techniques of HCI with subjects with
and without knowledge. Other examples are the work [5], which validates ecologi-
cal interfaces with non-expert subjects, and the work [53], which validates usability
through computer science students.

In this experiment, we target represented end users evaluating a represented graph-
ical user interface for the following reasons: having real designers would introduce
new variables to be controlled such as level of expertise, number of years of design
experience; real designers are expensive to involve; having real GUIs would require
participants to design their results within a visual editor that would inevitably be tied
to a particular look and feel imposed by an operating system, such as MS-Windows or
MacOS. We preferred to let participants to concentrate on high-level questions raised
by the two problems instead of asking them to finely design GUIs with low-level
presentation details.

Consequently, a random sampling (each member has an equal chance to be se-
lected) was applied on a population of undergraduate students in computer science,
who are considered as represented end users. 43 participants (41 male vs. 2 female, 29
aged in the range 15-20, 9 in 21-25, 3 in 26-30, 1 in 31-35, and 1 above 35, M=26.20,
SD=6.71) were recruited from the whole undergraduate computer science program
of University of Valencia (Spain), with a low BPMN knowledge but with a reason-
able knowledge of GUI design (see Table 3). All of them participated voluntarily in
the experiment and had the same treatment: they were instructed to naturally design
and draw GUIs by paper and pencil from BPMN models and Class Diagrams.

5 Results and Discussion

After all participants completed the task, the questionnaires and the computed mea-
sures were entered into a Microsoft Excel 2016 spreadsheet in an anonymous format
so the participants could not be identified and data were analyzed using SPSS V20.
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Table 3 Knowledge of BPMN models, UML Class Diagram and GUIs.

Knowledge of None Low Medium High

BPMN models 23 15 4 1
UML Class Diagram 10 17 15 1
Graphical User Interfaces 3 18 18 4

5.1 Correctness of the Mapping Rules

Table 4 shows the percentage of correctness of the five steps of Problem 1 as well
as the nine steps of Problem 2 computed according to Eq. 1. Steps 1-4 of Problem
1 and Steps 1, 5, 6, 8, 9 of Problem 2 yield a ratio of 100% of correctness. This
suggests that the participants apply the same rules as proposed in the reference set
in these cases. The most frequent rules are R0, R1, R4, and R5, since they are widely
used by the participants. Step 5 in Problem 1 shows a value of 67%, thus meaning
that the participants agree on two rules for three proposed ones. Steps 2, 3, 4, and 7
of Problem 2 have no correctness, thus meaning that participants in these cases use
mapping rules that are different from our proposed ones. These less frequent rules are
R3, R6, R7, and R8. While a report or data grid is mapped by R3, participants preferred
a message box. While a wizard or a group box or a tabbed dialog box are mapped by
R6, participants preferred a simple form, which is the simplest and most common GUI
container in contrast to those more advanced widgets, which are specific to complex
tasks. Similarly, while a hyperlink or a menu bar is mapped by R7, participants again
preferred a form. R8 maps a timer or a message box, but participants preferred not
using any GUI for representing the time. The average percentage for Problem 1 (M =
93.40%) is significantly higher than for Problem 2 (M=55.55%), but still giving a
global average of 74.47%, thus supporting H1.

Table 4 Percentage of Correctness of the Mapping Rules.

Problem 1 % Correctness Problem 2 % Correctness
Step 1 100% Step 1 100%
Step 2 100% Step 2 0%
Step 3 100% Step 3 0%
Step 4 100% Step 4 0%
Step 5 67% Step 5 100%

Step 6 100%
Step 7 0%
Step 8 100%
Step 9 100%

Average 93.40% Average 55.55%
Global average 74.47%

Table 5 reports the frequency of mapping rules selected by participants for each
step in Problem 1 and our proposed rules from the reference set. OR expresses another
rule than from our reference set. R0 and R1 are the most frequent in most steps (2,
3, and 4) as they manipulate basic widgets commonly used such as form, text box,
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combo box, and radio button, which all agree with our proposed rules. In Step 1,
most participants used R4 (label) and R5 (radio button), which also concur with our
proposal. Only four participants used different rules. In Step 5, R6 (wizard or group
box or tab control) and R1 (form) share the same number of participants that use
them.

Table 5 Frequency of rules used by participants in Problem 1.

Steps Rules used by participants (total) Our proposal rules
Step 1 R4 (36) - R5 (39) - OR (4) R4 - R5
Step 2 R0 (43) - R1 (43) R0 - R1
Step 3 R0 (42) - R1 (42) - OR (1) R0 - R1
Step 4 R0 (43) - R1 (43) R0 - R1
Step 5 R0 (40) - R6 (20) - R1 (20) - OR (3) R0 - R6

Table 6 reports the frequency of mapping rules selected by participant for the nine
steps of Problem 2 and our proposed rules from the reference set. OR expresses an-
other rule and NWD means that no widget is drawn (the participant draw nothing). In
Steps 1, 6 and 8, all participants used R0 and R1, which concur with our proposal. In
Steps 2 and 4, most participants used different rules since these involve very specific
widgets such as a form, a message box and a label. In Step 7, most participants do not
draw any widget, considering merely implementation code for validating the condi-
tion of the event timer. A high number of participants preferred R8 (timer or message
box), as we proposed. In Steps 2–4, participants used another rule OR, because they
tend to rely on other widgets. For example in Step 2, most preferred a message box,
in Step 3, a form, and in Step 4, again a message box. All these decisions were partic-
ipative and suggest that a few rules were not applied in the same way as our proposal
because participants feel other options more intuitive.

Table 6 Frequency of rules used by participants in Problem 2.

Steps Rules used by participants (amount) Our proposal rules
Step 1 R1(43) - R0(43) R1 - R0 - R2
Step 2 R1(1) - R3(4) - R4(1) - OR(35) - NWD(2) R3

Step 3 OR(43) R7

Step 4 R0(2) - R1(2) - R3(4) - R4(1) - R5(1) - OR(35) - NWD(1) R3

Step 5 R4(37) - R5(37) - OR(2) - NWD(4) R4 - R5
Step 6 R0(43) - R1(43) R1 - R0
Step 7 R8(20) - NWD(21) - OR(2) R8

Step 8 R1(43) - R0(43) R1 - R0
Step 9 R4(35) - R5(35) - OR(1) - NWD(7) R4 - R5

5.2 Completeness of the Mapping Rules

Table 7 shows the percentage of completeness of the five steps of Problem 1 as well
as the nine steps of Problem 2 computed according to Eq. 2. All steps of Problem
1 and Steps 5, 6, 8, 9 of Problem 2 yield a ratio of 100%. This suggests that the
mapping rules of the reference set were all applied by the participants. The most
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frequent rules are R0, R1, R4, R5, and R6, since these rules belong to frequently used
widgets. However, Step 1 in Problem 2 shows a value of 67%, which means that
from three proposed rules, only two agree with the participants’ preferences. Steps
2, 3, 4, 7 of Problem 2 are incomplete, thus meaning that they are not considered
appropriate by participants in the context of the step as they opted for other rules.
The average percentage for Problem 1 (M=100%) is significantly higher than for
Problem 2 (M=51.88%), but still giving a global average of 75.94%, thus supporting
H2.

Table 7 Percentage of Completeness of the Mapping Rules.

Problem 1 % Completeness Problem 2 % Completeness
Step 1 100% Step 1 67%
Step 2 100% Step 2 0%
Step 3 100% Step 3 0%
Step 4 100% Step 4 0%
Step 5 100% Step 5 100%

Step 6 100%
Step 7 0%
Step 8 100%
Step 9 100%

Average 100.00 % Average 51.88%
Global average 75.94%

5.3 Perceived Usefulness of the Mapping Rules

Fig. 12a shows a divergent stacked bar of the answers provided by the participants to
the questionnaire for this property: roughly 28% totally agreed and 67% fairly agreed
(more than 90% in total), thus suggesting that most participants estimated that the
existence of rules could be useful. A minority of participants are indecisive and do
not perceive the existence of rules as useful, thus supporting H3.

After applying a Bonferroni Type I correction, a Kruskal-Wallis H test reveals
that there is a significant difference between the answers provided by participants
to these eight statements of this questionnaire (H-stat=14.36, H’-ties=16.53, df =7,
p∗ = 0.02). Since this Kruskal-Wallis test shows a significant difference between the
eight questions, then pairwise comparisons or contrasts can be used to pinpoint the
differences following a single factor analysis of variance. After performing pairwise
Mann-Whitney tests, we only found five statistically significant differences between
the answers provided by participants to this questionnaire (no significance= p > .05,
*= p≤ .05, **= p≤ .01, ***= p≤ .001):

1. There is a significant difference in the answers for Question 3 (M=3.69, SD=.84,
SEM=.15) and for Question 7 (M=4.14, SD=.81, SEM=.12); df=1, M=.45,
p∗=.010, thus suggesting that participants estimate usefulness (Q7) even more
important than the improvement brought by the rules (Q3)
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2. There is a significant difference in the answers for Question 4 (M=3.67, SD=.93,
SEM=.14) and for Question 7; df=1, M=.48, p∗=.013, thus suggesting that use-
fulness (Q7) is more important than scalability (Q4).

3. There is a highly significant difference in the answers for Question 5 (M=3.57,
SD=.89, SEM=.13) and for Question 6 (M=4.02, SD=0.75, SEM=.13); df=1,
M=.45, p∗=.017, thus suggesting that understandility (Q6) is more important than
effectiveness (Q5).

4. There is a highly significant difference in the answers for Question 5 and for
Question 7; df=1, M=.57, p∗∗ = .0018, thus suggesting that usefulness is more
important than effectiveness.

5. There is a highly significant difference in the answers for Question 7 and for
Question 8 (M=3.71, SD=.74, SEM=.12); df=1, M=.42, p∗∗=.0078, thus sug-
gesting that usefulness (the best rated question in the end) is more important than
its practicality (Q8).
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Fig. 12 Distribution of answers to questionnaires: perceived usefulness of rules (a), intention to use of
rules (b), perceived usefulness of the usability recommendations (c), intention to use of the usability rec-
ommendations (d).

5.4 Intention to Use the Mapping Rules

Fig. 12b shows a divergent stacked bar of the answers provided by the participants to
the two related questions: roughly 19% totally agreed and 49% fairly agreed (more
than 68% in total), thus suggesting that most participants still have the intention to
use these rules in the future. A minority of participants (7%) is indecisive and do not
plan to use these rules again, thus supporting H4.

5.5 Correctness of the Usability Recommendations

Fig. 13 shows the diagram of frequency of the percentage of correctness of the us-
ability recommendations. Widgets related to questions 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 13
receive the best values for correctness (most with a percentage higher than 50%),
while related to questions 1, 3, 6, 8, 9 and 14 receive the worst values, thus suggest-
ing that most participants tend to prefer alternative widgets than those recommended
in our usability recommendations. The preferred widgets are respectively:
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1. Questions 1 and 3: a tabbed dialog box, whereas a wizard is recommended.
2. Question 6: a combo box, whereas a list box is recommended.
3. Question 8: a group box, whereas a tabbed dialog box is recommended.
4. Question 9: a wizard, whereas a group box is recommended.
5. Question 14: a push button instead of a radio button.

Convergence with the usability recommendations is obtained for eight questions,
divergence for six questions, thus suggesting that H5 is partially supported.
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5.6 Perceived Usefulness of Usability Recommendations

Fig. 12c shows a divergent stacked bar of the answers provided by the participants
to the questions related to perceived usefulness of the usability recommendations:
roughly 33% totally agreed and 53% fairly agreed (86% in total), thus suggesting
that most participants still have the intention to use these usability recommendations
in the future. A minority of participants (14%) is indecisive and do not plan to use
these recommendations again, thus supporting H6. Note that no participant disagree
with the statements of this property, as opposed to the mapping rules. Among all
possible combinations between the properties, there is only one correlation between
this property and perceived usefulness of the mapping rules, though (Fig. 12), through
a highly significant pairwise Mann-Whitney test (M = .28, p∗∗= .004). All other tests
were not significant.

5.7 Intention to Use of Usability Recommendations

Fig. 12d shows a divergent stacked bar of the answers provided by the participants to
the questions related to the intention to use the usability recommendations: roughly
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28% totally agreed and 44% fairly agreed (72% in total), thus suggesting that most
participants are still intended to use these usability recommendations in the future.
On third of the participants (28%) is indecisive and does not plan to use these recom-
mendations again, thus partially supporting H7.

5.8 Discussion

This section reviews all the results of the experiment. For each response variable, we
discuss the interpretation of results.

The result related with correctness of the mapping rules shows that most par-
ticipants used the same rules that we have proposed. The proposed rules that yield
the best values (Rules R0, R1, R4, R5 and R6) are because these rules are the most
straightforward. For R0 and R1, most participants think that user type tasks must be
transformed into forms; whereas the widgets text box, list box, combo box, radio but-
ton, check box are extracted from the Class Diagram. This suggests that R0 and R1
are applied unconsciously by the participants as we propose. The results for R4 and
R5 show that most participants think that a gateway of exclusive decision must be
transformed into a label that displays a question of two alternatives: Yes/No in radio
button or push button, which agrees with our proposal. For R1 and R6, most partic-
ipants transform tasks of synchronization gateway in the same lane into a wizard, a
group box, a tabbed dialog box, and form, which also agrees with our proposal. Both
rules could be used indistinctly according to participants preferences. Our proposed
solution opted for R6 instead of R1 because, at first glance, a wizard, a tabbed di-
alog box or a group box (R6) is more convenient than a single form to represent a
synchronization pattern (R1). The proposed rules that yield the worst values (Rules
R3, R7, and R8) are because they are ambiguous and lead to a free interpretation for
a wide GUI variety. For R3, most participants transform a service type task into a
message box, while we propose a report or a data grid. Maybe this choice assumes
that a message box is more frequent in any information system rather than reports
or data grids. For R7, most participants think that when an event type is simple, a
unique form that contains all the information is the best option. The navigation from
one to another can be done though a hyperlink or a menu bar. This discrepancy could
be due to the fact that using a single form is easier to design for the designer, even
though end users will have too much information in the same interface. For R8, most
participants think that when an event type is timer, they do not use any widget on the
interface. Note that the use of a timer is not so frequent in existing interfaces as the
use of a form, a group box, or a radio button among others, so drawing a timer for the
participants is not so intuitive.

The result related with completeness of the mapping rules shows that most of
the proposed rules were used by participants unconsciously. The proposed rules that
were widely used by the participants in the experimental problems are R0, R1 R4,
R5, R6. Rules R4 and R5 are used in exclusive decision patterns and R6 is used in the
synchronization pattern as we propose. These rules are frequently used in common
systems, so participants knew them in advance. R0 is used to draw widgets in forms
from the class diagram and R1 is used in user type task to generate a form. The
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proposed rules that were not used by participants are: R2, R3, R7 and R8. R2 and
R3 belong to a sequence pattern but participants preferred using other widgets. For
example, R2 propose using a wizard, group box or tabbed dialog box, but participants
preferred using only forms. Other example is in R3, where a report or a data grid was
initiated, but participants preferred using a message box, maybe because they see this
widget more frequently in existing GUIs. R7 and R8 belong to an advanced pattern
(event-based pattern) that were not very intuitive for the participants. In both rules,
most of the participants preferred to draw widgets different from our reference set.
For example, navigations in R7 (hyperlink or a menu bar) were not chosen by the
participants, who opted for a unique form that gathers all the information without
any navigation.

Note that results obtained for correctness and completeness of the rules are very
similar. This is because we used a few rules in our experiment (nine rules), so the
difference between number of rules that match with our proposed rules (correctness)
and number of rules that match with rules used by participants (completeness) is not
so large.

The results related with perceived usefulness of the rules show that most partic-
ipants accepted the idea of using rules to generate user interfaces, even though they
still do not know them. Results yield that most participants opted for ”Fairly agree”
or ”Totally agree”, which means that they think that the use of generation rules would
facilitate to map GUIs from BPMN models. This reinforces the idea of automating
the rules application as much as possible to generate interfaces from BPMN models
through Model-to-Code (M2C) generation.

The results related with intention to use of the rules show that most participants
are interested in using rules to generate interfaces. Most participants marked the op-
tion ”Fairly agree” or ”Totally agree” since they have the intention to use them. There
is a small number of participants that are indecisive in the intention to use the rules.
Maybe, if they had known the rules more precisely, they would have had a clearer
answer (positive or negative). Note that the idea of automating the rules application
could also change the intention to use to a more positive level, even though this au-
tomation is out of scope of the current paper. This result suggests the development of
a tool to apply the mapping rules in an assisted way to automate the process as much
as possible.

The result related with correctness of the usability recommendations shows
that most participants have preferred our usability recommendations. The questions
with the highest value exceed the 50% of correctness (Questions 2-report, 4-data grid,
5-list box, 7-timer, 10-hyperlink, 11 -text box, 12-text box, 13-check box) were the
most intuitive and the clearest for the participants. Questions 2, 4 and 11 exceed 80%
of correctness, thus suggesting that most participants agree with our recommenda-
tions because they consider that these widgets are the most suitable. Questions 5, 7,
10, 12 and 13 were between 50% and 80% of correctness, this means that a high
number of participants agree with our recommendations, but there is a smaller num-
ber of them that preferred other widgets. For example, in Question 5, 47% of the
participants prefered a list box (not our recommendation) and in Question 10, 37% of
participants preferred a combo box instead of our recommendation (hyperlink). The
questions with the worst values are below 50% of correctness (Questions 1-wizard,
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3-wizard, 6-list box, 8-tabbed dialog box, 9-group box, 14-radio button), these result
may be due to the understandability of questions. In some cases. participants consid-
ered other widgets different from our proposal to get usable interfaces. For example,
in Question 1 most participants preferred using tabbed dialog box, in Question 3-
tabbed dialog box, in Question 6-combo box, in Question 8-group box, in Question
9-wizard and in Question 14-push button, which are different widgets of our proposal
to support the usability.

The result related with perceived usefulness of the usability recommendations
shows that participants consider the idea of working with usability recommendations
as useful. Even though participants did not know the usability recommendations ex-
plicitly, most of them marked the option ”Fairly agree” or ”Totally agree” because
these recommendations could help them to improve the interface usability without
being an expert at usability. This results means that participants would use these us-
ability recommendations if they were clear, understandable and unambiguous.

The result related with intention to use of the usability recommendation shows
that most participants have the intention to use the usability recommendations even
though they do not know them explicitly. Most participants marked ”Fairly agree’”
or ”Totally agree”, and a small part of the participants were indecisive. This result
leads to think that we must facilitate the use of these recommendations in a simple
and understandable way, like a tool.

6 Threads to Validity

This section discusses the threats to validity that could affect the mapping rules and
the usability recommendations. We have focused on the threats that could affect the
design and the conduction of the experiment. In the following, we describe the threats
according to Wohlin’s classification [64]. For each group of threats, we made a dis-
tinction among threats that we were unable to address, threats whose effect we man-
aged to minimize, and threats that we solved. We classify the threats into four types:

– Conclusion validity: this type of threat deals with the ability to draw the correct
conclusion about relations between the treatment and the outcome. The experi-
ment may suffer the following threats of this type: Fishing, which means that the
experimenters are looking for a specific result. In order to minimize this threat, ex-
perimenters did not give guides to draw the interfaces. Another threat that appears
is Reliability of measures, which means that the measures used in the statistical
analysis might include mistakes. In order to minimize this threat, all the measures
are applied by one experimenter (not by the participants). Another threat that ap-
pears is Reliability of treatment implementation, which means that the treatment
might be operationalized wrongly. In order to minimize this threat, a short doc-
ument that describes BPMN was given to the participants one week before the
experiment to solve the lack of previous knowledge of BPMN. Moreover, the
BPMN model was transcribed in text so that participants without knowledge in
the BPMN could understand its meaning. Another threat that appears is Random
heterogeneity of participants, which means that when there is heterogeneity in
a study group, there is a risk that the variation due to individual differences is
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larger than due to the treatment. In order to minimize this threat, we recruited
participants with similar profiles(students are undergraduate subjects who have
previously taken Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) courses, with knowledge
of interface programming). Moreover, we used demographic questionnaires to
detect differences among the participants profiles.

– Internal validity: this type of threat deals with influences that can affect the fac-
tor concerning causality. The experiment may suffer the following threats of this
type: Experience of the participants, which means that the experience of the par-
ticipants is not enough to conduct the experiment. Our participants had two years
of experience in coding GUI. In order to mitigate the lack of experience in BPMN,
we trained them through a tutorial and they had to pass a test before participating.
Note that participants only had to draw GUIs, they did not need a large experi-
ence in BPMN modeling. History, which means that differences may arise when
treatments are applied at different times. In order to avoid this threat, we con-
ducted the experiment in one session of two hours. Another threat that appears
is Instrumentation, which means that the artifacts used in the experiment could
affect the results. In order to minimize this threat, we checked the spreadsheets
used to gather all the data. We selected two random participants to conduct a pi-
lot test to ensure that the metrics are applied correctly through the spreadsheet.
Another threat that appears is Interactions with selection, which means that when
there are different groups of participants, different behaviors with the instruments
might appear. In order to minimize this threat, we uniformly used the same instru-
ments to all participants of the experiment. Another threat that appears is Resent-
ful demoralization, which means that some treatments can be more motivating
than others. In order to minimize this threat, we motivated the participants with
extra points in their marks. Another threat that appears is Ecological validity [26],
which means that the context of use in which the experiment was conducted may
affect the results. In order to minimize this threat, participants conducted the ex-
periment in a controlled environment (i.e., a usability laboratory) and not in a real
environment, such as a corporate environments where real analysts and designers
work collaboratively.

– Construct validity: this type of threat concerns generalizing the result of the ex-
periment to the concept or theory behind the experiment. The experiment might
suffer the following threats of this type: Evaluation apprehension, which means
that some people are afraid of being evaluated. In order to minimize this threat,
we communicate to the participants that these experimental tasks are exercises as
a part of the course, without mentioning the term ”experiment” or ”test”. Another
threat that appears is Hypothesis guessing, which means that when people take
part in an experiment they might try to figure out what the purpose and intended
result of the experiment is. In order minimize this threat, we do not talk about
research questions.

– External validity: this type of threat concerns with conditions that limit our ability
to generalize the results of our experiments to industrial practice. The experiment
may suffer the following threats of this type: Interaction of selection and treat-
ment, which means the effect of having a participant population not representa-
tive of the population we want to generalize. In our experiment, we cannot ensure
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that results can be generalized to participants with different profiles of our sam-
ple. Another threat that appears is Interaction of settings and treatment, which
means the effect of not having the experimental setting or material representative
of industrial practice. In order to minimize this threat, We must highlight that the
context of our experiment is just an academic environment.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper summarizes a set of rules to generate interfaces from BPMN models com-
plemented with Class Diagrams previously published. As a contribution of this work,
for each rule, when there is more than one possible alternative to generate a wid-
get, we have recommended the choice that optimizes the usability of the final user
interface according to the literature. We have designed and conducted and empirical
validation to check both approaches through two experimental problems and ques-
tionnaires online. This experiment is based on several measures: correctness of the
mapping rules, completeness of the mapping rules, perceived usefulness of the map-
ping rules, intention to use the mapping rules, correctness of the usability recommen-
dations, perceived usefulness of the usability recommendations and intention to use
the usability recommendations.

The results of these measures are: most participants used unconsciously the same
rules that we have proposed, most of the proposed rules were used by participants
unconsciously, most participants accepted the idea of using a set rules to generate
user interfaces, most participants have interested in using a set of rules to generate
user interfaces, there are several widgets preferred by the participants beyond our
recommendations, most participants agree with our usability recommendations, most
participants have a stake in using usability recommendations as a guide when several
design alternatives compete with each other.

The experiment suffers from the following limitations: the BPMN models have
dependency with the class diagrams, not every BPMN model has a class diagrams to
represent its persistence; the experimental problems were straightforward, the exper-
iment was developed with participants who are undergraduate students with knowl-
edge of interaction and usability, but limited experience of BPMN models.

The advantages are still present. Currently, there is little or no literature tackling
with experiments on GUI mapping from BPMN models. Results show that most of
the proposed rules are used by the participants who agree with our recommendations.
The sample size is moderately large enough to generalize our results for participants
with a similar background as the recruited in the experiment. This work is a step
forward to automate the software development process.

As future work, we plan to replicate this experiment changing some elements
of the design. First we are planning to use more complex problems. Second, the
recruitment of participants with a higher knowledge in BPMN models. We plan to
extend our approach with more rules and more usability recommendations such a
way we can cover the generation of any BPMN pattern.
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